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Welcome to Diversified Technologies, Inc.
At Diversified Technologies (DTI), we provide our customers with state-of the art solutions by applying
first principles to the most difficult problems in power electronics, electromagnetics, analog circuit design,
instrumentation/test systems, and system integration. Working with DTI guarantees access to the brightest
engineers in the industry and a focus on solving your problem with speed and agility.
DTI’s dynamic team of electrical, mechanical, aeronautical engineers, and physicists, deliver unparalleled
expertise in diverse technology areas. They reflect our core values: to work at the highest level of integrity
and professionalism, always striving for technical excellence.
As a leader in a broad range of advanced power electronics, we pride ourselves in offering the innovative,
high performance PowerMod solutions that have become DTI’s trademark. Our systems are installed
worldwide in demanding applications in radar and defense, high-energy physics, and manufacturing.
Give us an opportunity to show you what our products, technologies, and knowledge can do to solve your
most difficult problem.

Dr. Marcel P.J. Gaudreau
President & CEO, Diversified Technologies, Inc.
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The Solid State High Power Revolution is Here
Back in the 1960s, solid state technology revolutionized the electronics industry by

Solving Real-World Power Problems

replacing obsolete vacuum tubes with more reliable and efficient devices. But systems
operating at more than a few kilovolts did not benefit from this revolution because no

Defense: Radar Transmitter Upgrades

one could build a high power, high voltage solid state system. Until DTI.

DTI developed solid-state PowerMod kits to modernize older radar systems, including

DTI’s patented PowerMod solid-state pulse modulators and power supplies are

Engineered Solutions to Fit Your Precise Needs

power supplies, modulators, and digital control and monitoring systems. We designed

Whatever your application need, DTI can work with you to solve your business and technical problem. Our breadth of capabilities include:

maintenance by personnel.

in the commercial, defense, and scientific arenas. From OEM products to custom

OEM Products

DTI has manufactured dozens of modernization kits, with strict quality control, for

systems integration, we can meet your high power, high availability needs.

Modulators:

revolutionizing the high power arena with scalable power up to 500,000 volts and
hundreds of megawatts of power.

the kits to fit into the existing envelope, while improving on the design for easier, safer

Today, DTI’s products support a wide range of demanding high voltage applications

The ideal switch

Power supplies:

PowerMod technology allows the connection of a virtually unlimited number of lower
voltage insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) in series. IGBTs open quickly under
full electrical load, enabling high voltage switching at high frequency, and ensuring
protection against arcs.

Power Conversion:

Selected twice by R&D Magazine as one of the 100 Most Significant New Products of the year, PowerMod

deployment in defense installations for all branches of the military.

modulators are available in a wide range of voltage, current and performance configurations.

The new retrofits have dramatically improved the efficiency and availability of radar

PowerMod power supplies are available in OEM configurations to meet specific system requirements, including

systems, and increased uptime by hundreds of thousands of hours. DTI’s reliable,

air-cooled, rack mount and free standing enclosures that occupy a fraction of the space occupied by typical linear

high power solid state switches have successfully replaced outdated transmitter

power supply systems.

components and greatly extended the life of radar systems.

DTI has developed compact high frequency power converters used in harsh terrestrial, marine and airborne military
environments. Our power converters are used in telecommunications and research facilities where high availability
is a key requirement. PowerMod uses IGBT technology to achieve power conversion efficiency of over 98 percent.
Greater efficiency means lower power consumption and reduced waste heat.

A Better Power Source for Your Current Applications
PowerMod systems provide the ideal technology for retrofitting existing power systems
based on obsolete vacuum tube technology. If you’ve used solid state power and want to
scale up, PowerMod can deliver the high power you require. Our PowerMod systems give
you all the benefits of solid state technology for the most demanding applications.

Modernization Kits

Custom Systems Integration

DTI will build custom kits to fit any existing cabinet. We can

DTI has been developing custom systems for customers for over

Accelerators: Advanced RF Power Systems

High Availability

Dramatically Increased Power

retrofit systems requiring just a few components or a complete

20 years. We can deliver highly controlled power to the load,

DTI has developed power systems to drive high power RF Vacuum

PowerMod systems have improved the uptime of our

PowerMod systems are scalable from lower power

subsystem. Our expertise in electromechanical design includes:

including all sub-assemblies, power distribution, cooling, system

Electron Devices (VEDs), such as klystrons and gyrotrons, used in the

customers’ applications in the hundreds of thousands of

requirements from (1 kW to 200 kW) to higher power

• Reducing EMI

controls, and high voltage power supplies and modulators.

world’s most advanced particle accelerators and RF heating systems.

hours, based on:

(250 kW to 5 MW), at currents from 1 A to 5000 A.

• Designing and building all cooling and mechanical systems

DTI has built complete transmitters for the U.S. Navy to provide

few milliseconds up to continuous operation. DTI’s power converters

Compact Size

• Improving MTBF through conservative design practices

dramatically increased reliability, lower maintenance, and safety.

drive these devices with high-energy efficiency (>98%), while providing

• Intelligent and efficient layout that gives you easy access to

Our solutions have also maximized the commonality of spares,

unparalleled protection of the VED against arcs.

• Internal fault monitoring circuits built into the system
protect the unit and the load from very high currents.
The entire switch can be quickly closed or opened,
providing sub-microsecond removal of stored energy
from the load during a short. Operation can resume
immediately.
• Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) measured in
hundreds of thousands of hours
• Rugged performance in the harshest environments;

PowerMod switching technology eliminates bulky step-up

These systems require many megawatts of power sustained from a

and step-down transformers, and our ultra-fast opening

systems for maintenance to minimize Mean Time to Repair

and closing switches enable a compact system design.

(MTTR)

Environmental Safety
Employing our systems in place of traditional crowbars

support, and operations between systems.

Commercial: Food and Wastewater Processing
In addition to custom systems integration, we will also

• Manufacturing and assembly

manufacture, install and service your system, as well as provide

• Personnel training

field training for your personnel.

DTI is at the forefront of emerging Pulsed Electric Field (PEF)
applications, which uses high voltage electric pulses for applications
such as low-temperature sterilization of liquid foods and removing
pathogens from wastewater. PowerMod systems are custom designed

eliminates the environmental hazards associated with

to deliver precisely controlled pulses to the liquid as it passes though

mercury-containing ignitrons.

the PEF system treatment chamber. DTI is a co-recipient of the (2007)

more durable than vacuum tube technology

Food Technology Industrial Achievement Award. This prestigious award

• Off-the-shelf components for lower cost manufacturing

Ongoing R&D to Meet Next-Generation Power Needs
PowerMod technology is one of many breakthroughs pioneered by DTI through funding from
the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programs sponsored by the U.S. Departments
of Defense and Energy.
DTI has won more than 45 research grants through the SBIR program. We will continue to work
under SBIR funding to develop innovative high power modulators and power supplies to meet
the next-generation power needs of our customers.

honors significant advances in the application of food science and
technology to food production.
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